
SAP Security Notes and SAP HotNews 

Uses for SAP Security Notes/SAP HotNews 

 Access released SAP Security Notes and SAP HotNews 

 Track newly released SAP Security Notes and SAP HotNews 

 Search for SAP Notes 

 View SAP Notes 

 Filter SAP Notes by category and component 

 Download CSV file of SAP Security Notes and SAP HotNews 

 Carry out System Relevancy checks 

SAP Security Notes contain important information and patches to protect the systems security. SAP Security Notes 

enable the customer to perform their own risk assessment. 

 

SAP HotNews are SAP Notes with Very High priority. They help customers avoid critical situations in advance or to 

resolve an issue. The counter on the SAP HotNews tile displays how many SAP HotNews must be reviewed by the 

customer since their last visit. 

 

 

Initially the tile displays the number of SAP Security Notes/SAP HotNews released in the last 30 days. These SAP 

Notes are displayed in a work list. Subsequently the tile counter displays the number of not reviewed SAP Notes plus 

any newly released SAP Security Notes/SAP HotNews since your last visit. A deviation arrow signifies that newly 

released SAP Notes are available since your last visit. If newly released SAP Notes are available the counter is 

displayed in red. If the list displays only those SAP Notes from the work list the counter is orange. If the work list does 

not contain any SAP Notes then the counter “0” is green. 



 

You have the option to enter search keywords or the SAP Note number directly into the search field. Then, click on 

an SAP Note to display it. 

Tabs give access to notes that should be reviewed, those that you confirmed or marked as not relevant, and to the 

complete SAP Security Notes list. 

Unread items are highlighted using bold font. 

Select checkboxes beside the relevant SAP Notes or select all SAP Notes by checking the box beside SAP 

Component. Confirm them or mark them as Not Relevant in one click. These SAP Notes will then be removed from 

the tile counter. 

Download 

You can export the list to a local CSV (comma separated values) file. 

Filter 

Each list can be filtered by Component, Category, Priority, Release Date, and Systems that you recently used or 

marked as favorites. 

Remove Filters 

To remove all filters, click the arrow on the right to reset all filters. 

 


